Digital aroma technology for chemical sensing: temporal chemical images of complex mixtures
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Abstract. The reliability of Electronic nose applications is mainly based on the sensitivity, repeatability and discernment properties of the sensors composing the array. Due to nature of the chosen sensitive layers, the sensors are particularly suitable to classify environments in which compounds with various chemical functionality play a key role. This article is focusing on the novel strategy aimed at the improving the quality and quantity of chemical information from the sensing instruments based on incorporation kinetic aspects of the array response for perfect formation and improved discrimination of chemical images of the probes. We describe a procedure for reducing both time response and number of elements of gas sensor arrays based on principal component analysis. Thus, digital aroma technology may be used not only as background for formation of chemical images using intelligent sensor massifs but also as an effective experimental tool for characterization and selection coatings with desired chemical functionality by using time-resolved pattern recognition.
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1. Introduction

In many cases an analysis of quantitative and qualitative composition of multicomponent chemical media (MCM) using the classic methods of analytical chemistry runs into difficulties. They stem from the presence in a sample of many fractions of unknown nature [1]. The traditional approach to the express chemical analysis of MCM presumes application of specific sensor sets. Each set is optimized for detection of strictly defined gas mixtures. Realization of this approach, however, is efficient only if the absolute values of concentrations are to be found from measurements. In this case it is practically impossible to obtain highly specific sensor coating that are sensitive to the specific molecules only [2]. Principal reason for this lies in presence of similar functional groups with like spatial structures and close physico-chemical properties within the same chemical class [3]. So wide application of the «a gas-a sensor» approach seems to be unlikely, taking into account that at the moment the total number of known chemical compounds is several millions.

Formally speaking, any MCM could be treated using not a sum of its components but some model with a set of parameters that is characteristic of each MCM – the so-called chemical image (CIM) [4]. Realization of such an approach involves use of a limited number \( m \) of sensors with a wide dynamic range \( B \) for the output signal changes. Assuming that the sensitive layers of the above devices have different chemical functionalities, one obtains that the number of possible combinations is proportional to \((B/B_0)^m\) where \( B_0 \) is the reading accuracy. To illustrate, for \( m = 8, B = 100 \) and \( B_0 = 1 \) the number of possible combinations exceeds the number of known chemical compounds by several orders of magnitude. Obviously correctness of the above estimation is determined, first of all, by functionality variations for the elements from sensor set, or, to put it differently, by a degree of correspondence between the variability of CIM interaction with a sensor element array and that of the MCM composition [5].

Here we present an analysis of the ways to form CIM for MCM using sensor arrays. Our analysis takes into account the chemical functionality features for the sen-
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sor array, as well as types of the sensor response parameterization and measuring technique that are aimed at increase of the identification degree for composite chemical mixtures.

2. Chemical functionality of multisensor systems

Direct and indirect methods for CIM formation

A specific CIM kind is determined by the type of physicochemical characteristics of a sensitive element. Their changes that result from interaction with MCM serve for CIM formation. Among the direct methods for CIM formation chromatography and mass spectrometry [6] are usually mentioned. They detect presence of specific molecules or chemical groups in the sample studied. Those approaches that use indirect change in the output signal of a physical transducer stemming from interaction between a sensitive layer at the transducer surface and gas molecules are assigned to the indirect methods of CIM formation for MCM [7]. Realization of direct methods requires considerable expenses, as well as some specific conditions (such as vacuum and high temperatures) [8]. Contrary to this, indirect methods that are based on physical transducers of various types make it possible to develop simple, compact, completely automated devices [9].

A wide variety of physical transducers exist that are used to form multisensor arrays [10]. The following three approaches hold predominant position among them. First of all, these are the metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) sensor systems [11]. Their operation is based on oxidation/reduction of the gas mixture components at elevated (250–450 °C) temperatures. At present the multisensor system on MOS arrays are most extensively employed [9]. However, such factors as slight distinctions in specificity, the response function nonlinearity and high dependence on presence of water in a sample, as well as sample composition changing during the measurement, impose limitations on possibilities of their wide use.

The conducting organic polymers (COP) represent another main class of materials used for development of sensitive arrays [12]. The principal advantages of this class of sensitive elements are a possibility to modify polymer backbone using some specific peripheral groups of set chemical functionality, as well as the ease of fabrication and measurement [13]. In this case an informative signal is a change in the system conductivity. So the required sensitivity can be obtained for a limited number of molecules only. They may be donor of acceptor ones, depending on the type of the polymer backbone and peripheral substituents that increase or decrease the charge carrier concentration [14]. The composite sensitive elements of COP sensors are polymers containing intercalated conducting particles [15]. They use the effects of coating structure modification resulting from interaction with a gas environment. Their selectivity that is due to gas molecules «solubility» in the film bulk also is limited [14]. The COP sensors demonstrate a nonlinear response and dependence on moisture presence in a sample (just as the MOS ones).

Both the above types of sensors (MOS and COP) are characterized by combination of a sensitive layer and physical transducer proper. As a result, the measurement process affects the reaction ability/specificity of the receptor centers interaction with molecules detected. A radically different approach can be realized using the mass sensitive transducers [16]. It provides separation of chemical interaction processes from their transformation into a corresponding sensor response.

There exist a wide range of the nonselective acoustic gravimetry transducers. These are quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [17], surface acoustic wave oscillators (SAW) [18], systems based on the Love-wave [19], etc. They enable one to develop sensitive arrays for different purposes. Each such array has its own merits and demerits [20]. Among the features of piezoelectric crystal transducers using bulk acoustic waves are high sensitivity (several ng/cm² at a frequency of about 10 MHz) [21], possibility to form on them sensitive layers with bulk (as well as surface) receptor centers [22] and realize various measurement modes (frequency drift, Q-factor variation) [23,24]. That is why such transducers may be considered to be among the most promising for development of smart sensor system of a new generation, such as those of the «electronic nose»-type (EN) [25].

Chemical functionality of a multisensor system

In the mass sensitive devices (based on QCM, SAW, etc.) processes of chemical interaction and sensor response formation are separated. Therefore functionality of a multisensor system is determined by the following three factors:

- **Chemical functionality of a sensor array**: the identification degree for different MCM is determined by distinctions in chemical functionality [26, 27] and number of elements [28, 29] in the sensor array. A system of primary odors may be used to form an optimal sensor array, just as the system of primary colors is used to form the color scale. At present there exist several odor systems: Aristotle’s system, Henick’s prism, Amore’s stereoochemical theory [30], etc. They are based on an analysis of human and animal olfactory systems [31]. Thus, according to the above approaches, the sensor array optimization will form an effective sensitivity similar to the human one.

- **Parameterization type for the sensor array response during CIM formation**: Choice of optimal parameters that largely take into account the features of interaction between a sensitive array and MCM will determine, to a great extent, the identification degree for different MCM [32].

- **A character of sample preparation and measuring technique**: The latter should provide obtaining of maximal information on the interaction process [33], while the sample preparation has to provide gas content stabil-
ity during measurements, absence of concentration constraints (especially when only the liquid sample can be open to inspection).

Chemical functionalities of an individual receptor center and sensing coating as a whole

At present there are a rather big number of methods to form thin-film coatings over a wide thickness range, from several nm up to hundreds of nm [34]. However, the new promising approaches based on the self-assembling [35] and controlled layer-by-layer deposition [36] techniques cannot provide the required range of receptor centers of preset chemical functionality for layer formation on various substrates. The reason lies in the lack of appropriate chemical technologies. At the same time some classic microelectronic technology techniques (such as thermal evaporation in vacuum followed by condensation on the corresponding substrates [37]) have been well developed for most of low-molecular-organic materials and types of substrates. These techniques make it possible to get stable coatings with required physico-chemical properties.

An essential aspect of the sensitive layer formation is correspondence between chemical functionalities of an individual receptor center and a film as a whole. The OMC structural organization is complicated [38]. In fact, OMC demonstrate several levels of structural organization, namely, (i) intermolecular structure that determines chemical functionality of a compound, (ii) lattice structure that determines character of packing in a solid, and (iii) macroscopic structure that affect the mechanisms for energy, charge and matter transport. The chemical functionality of sensitive layers is determined by the OMC electronic structure; so it also depends on the above features of structural organization. However, due to a rather weak intermolecular interaction in OMC, its molecules retain their individualities to a great extent. Therefore the electronic structure of molecules serves as the main factor that determines both character and strength of interaction between the molecules of OMC and gas.

Physical basis for intermolecular interactions

Within the local molecular approach the strength and specificity of intermolecular interaction are determined by a number of factors, such as: (i) molecular size and symmetry; (ii) polarizability of the molecular skeleton; (iii) substituents type, number and polarity; (iv) degree of freedom of individual molecular components; (v) hydrophilic-hydrophobic properties of interacting components, etc. Depending on the features of electronic structure of molecules, the energy of intermolecular interaction with gas molecules may vary by several orders of magnitude – from several thousandth eV to several eV [39]. At the same time a typical value of a covalent binding energy lies within a rather narrow (from 2 to 4 eV) energy range. This results from the fact that an act of intermolecular interaction is due to a combined effect of processes of different physical nature. The higher the interaction specificity, the stronger is the interaction. In the limiting case of chemical adsorption a strong chemical bonding of the exchange type is formed. We are interested, first of all, in those processes that are reversible at normal conditions (physical adsorption). In this case an adsorbed molecule is held on the solid surface by the forces of predominantly electrostatic nature. These are van der Waals, hydrogen and donor-acceptor interactions.

The van der Waals (vdW) forces are a special kind of weak nonvalent interaction. The most general type of these forces is dispersion force. The dispersion forces are responsible for attraction between nonpolar electrically neutral molecules [40]. Due to a coherent interaction between the nonstationary fields of quantum fluctuations of the electron density distribution for outer (i.e., most weakly bound) σ- and π-electrons in molecules, the average interaction potential value is nonzero. This results in appearance of attraction forces. Thus the dispersion intermolecular interaction may be treated as a version of electronic polarization [41].

One of the main features of the dispersion interactions is that they are not oriented somewhere. This is due to the fact that optical polarizabilities far from resonance fall within the integral molecular properties. This means that they do not depend on the energy spectrum features but are determined by the chemical bonds in total. In this case one may relate a vdW surface to a molecule, and this surface will determine the intermolecular interactions features. The minimal total potential energy of interaction is determined by the complementarity condition for the molecular vdW surface at maximal number of the «atom-atom» contacts [42]. From the phenomenological viewpoint one may describe the total potential energy of the receptor/analyte interaction with a set of model force fields that involve the energies of bond stretching, torsion distortions, electrostatic interaction, etc. [43]. Such an approach that is based on the methods of molecular mechanics serves as a foundation for theoretical approaches to determination of the driving forces for the substrate-receptor interaction. The most prominent examples of such receptor centers are concave or cavity host molecules, such as calyrexanes [44], resorcinarenes [45], cyclodextrins [46], etc. It should be noted that according to the Amore’s stereochemical theory [30], five of the seven primary odors have receptor centers of just the affine type.

Polar molecules (those having fixed dipole moments) demonstrate interaction not only with the dispersion forces but also with dipole and induction forces of electrostatic origin [47]. In this case, if a molecule has a fixed dipole or quadrupole moment, then the interaction strength depends also on momentum orientation. Therefore the electrostatic attraction forces tend to orient molecules. So this type of the vdW forces is known also as the orientation interaction. The vast majority of odoriferous substances have non-zero dipole moments [48]. So the interaction of just this type may determine in what way the ligand-receptor interaction processes proceed.
Another type of intermolecular interaction that is characteristic of the reversible adsorption processes is hydrogen bonding (HB) [49]. The HB energy is much over the vDW one. Therefore it determines a stronger interaction of higher specificity. HB may be formed by various interactions that are of classic (Coulomb), as well as quantum-mechanical, nature. So HB energy and other properties may vary over wide ranges, depending on a specific HB type. HB formation may serve an example of a nucleophilic interaction when a ligand-receptor complex is formed to which one of the receptor types corresponds, according to Amoore [30].

A weak donor-acceptor bonding (DAB) also can be a reason for physical adsorption (weak charge-transfer complexes or contact complexes) [50]. A specific feature of DAB is partial electron transfer from a donor to acceptor even in the ground state. A critical factor in this case is that interactions of different nature (Coulomb, polarization and resonance) take part in DAB formation. Generally the DAB energy is the biggest of the above ones. It determines those features of electrostatic interaction that correspond to the seventh principal type of receptor centers for molecules with high electron affinity, according to the Amoore's stereochemical model [30].

In conclusion it should be noted that the character of forces responsible for the receptor/analyte complex formation determines not only the interaction process specificity and reversibility (they are characterized by a number of molecules held by the sensitive layer). It also determines the kinetic features of the reaction of bound complex formation. Therefore the kinetic characteristics of the physical transducer response may contain important information that can serve to a more complete formulation of CIM for the mixtures analyzed.

**Perfume formulation**

The perfumes (i.e. éau-de-Côlôgne) involve: (i) an alcohol-water base; (ii) a stabilizer (such as diethyl phthalate); (iii) a perfume composition that may contain extracts of natural fragrant substances, as well as synthetic products. The so-called essential oils [51, 52] are most often used as fragrant substances. From the chemical standpoint they are hydrocarbons or their ordinary derivatives. Generally, for a substance to be perceived by the human olfactory as fragrant, it has to [53]: (i) have molecular mass over 10-20 but below 300 amu; (ii) be of a characteristic size that is not over several nm; (iii) involve unsaturated bonds and (iv) specific chemical groups; (v) have a moderate diffusion rate and high volatility in normal conditions.

It was noted earlier that chemical functionality of a sensor array as a whole is the governing factor in successful identification of composite mixtures. Both affine-type and nucleo/electrophilic receptor centers are required to perform a successful analysis. According to the above, we chose as sensitive elements those organic compounds that represent predominantly affine receptors (calyxarenes C[4]A, C[6]A, C[8]A) and «redox»-centers (Pent, TCT, TTT). The internal (external) cavity size for calyxarene molecules of affine centers were from 0.63 (1.36) nm for C[4]A to 0.79 (1.8) nm for C[8]A [54]. These values span the ligand size that are characteristic of the perfume molecular elements. In our studies we used molecules Pent and TCT as electrophilic centers. These molecules have low-energy molecular orbitals and high polarizability [55, 56]. To make allowance for possible nucleophilic interactions of the donor-acceptor type, TCT was included to the sensor set [57].

### 3. Chemosensory system based on microbalance transducers

#### Physical principle of measurement

In the sensors based on the piezoelectric transducers a dependence of the resonance frequency $f$ of acoustical resonator on the mass $\Delta m$ of a substance at the sensor surface is used to detect intermolecular interactions. Very often dependence between the resonance frequency variation $\Delta f$ and $\Delta m$ is assumed to be linear [58]. In fact this assumption is valid only for a rather ideal case when both density and viscosity of the sensitive layer are the same as the corresponding parameters of the transducer and do not change during its interaction with an analyte [59]. The second of these assumptions is not true in many cases and may distort the actual proceeding of the process [60]. If, however, one can neglect the hydrodynamic interaction (elastic-viscous relaxation) between the physical transducer and environment (this is true mostly for measurements in a gas phase) and consider the sensitive layer as rigid, then the variation $\Delta f$ of the piezoelectric transducer frequency due to the mass change $\Delta m$ on its surface is of the following form [61]:

$$\Delta m = -S \cdot \frac{\Delta f}{2 \cdot f_0} \cdot Z_{eq}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here $S$ is the electrode area; $Z_{eq}$ is the specific acoustic impedance of the quartz crystal; $f_0$ is the unperturbed fundamental resonance frequency of the piezoelectric element. In the case of a thin rigid mass layer without liquid contact, the equation (1) equivalent to the well-known Sauerbrey’s equation [62]:

$$\Delta f = -C_Q \cdot \Delta m / S$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here $C_Q$ is the QCM integral sensitivity to additional mass on the surface.

#### Static and dynamic methods for formation of MCM chemical images

In the case of piezoelectric transducers the adsorption process can be directly characterized with the resonance frequency change values (at different moments) and their
time derivatives, as well as various combinations of the above quantities. One should specially note that use of approaches based on experimental curves fitting with analytical functions to obtain the response parameters seems to be inappropriate in this case. The reason is that very often the simple kinetic models for adsorption cannot adequately describe the curves for the sensor array response, because of MCM components diffusion into the sensitive coating bulk [64], change of its structure [65], uncontrolled fluctuations of temperature and pressure. Indeed, if one uses for MCM CIM formation only stationary quantities (i.e., those that characterize a system after an equilibrium has established), then one may omit important information concerning character of interaction between highly volatile components with different mobilities/activities and the sensitive layer. And the sensitive layer prehistory strongly affects the features of the receptor/analyte interaction in the initial portion of the kinetic curve. Thus the problem how to choose an optimal parameter that could take into account the kinetic and stationary features of the sensor array response, as well as some leveling effects of the pre-starting procedure, is of importance for both fundamental science and practical applications.

The normalized area under the kinetic curve may serve as a parameter accounting for both kinetic and equilibrium features of adsorption process. To this end one can also use the so-called \( iV^\prime \)-parameter that depends on the interval of integration \( t^h \):

\[
iV^\prime(t^h)=\frac{1}{t^h} \int_{t=0}^{t^h} n(t) dt
\]

(3)

Let us consider the case of monomolecular Langmuir adsorption [66]. Then

\[
n(t) = N_s [1 - \exp(-\alpha t)],
\]

(4)

where \( a = \alpha P + \beta \); \( b = \beta / \alpha \); \( N_s = \frac{N^*}{1+b/P}; \alpha = \frac{\chi s}{\sqrt{2\pi M k T}} \)

\[
\beta = \nu \exp(-\frac{q}{k T}).
\]

Here \( n \) is the number of gas molecules held at the unit surface area at the moment \( t \); \( N^* \) is the number of adsorption centers; \( M \) and \( s \) are the adsorbed molecule mass and area, respectively; \( \chi \) is the sticking coefficient; \( \nu \) is the desorption probability; \( q \) is the binding energy of a particle on the adsorption center. If the initial condition is \( n = 0 \) at \( t = 0 \), then:

\[
iV^\prime(t^h)=\frac{1}{t^h} \left\{ N_s \cdot t^h \left( 1 + \frac{1}{a \cdot t^h} \exp(-a \cdot t^h) - \frac{1}{a \cdot t^h} \right) \right\}
\]

(5)

It is notable that at small \( t^h (t^h << 1/a) \) one obtains

\[
iV^\prime(t^h) \equiv \frac{1}{2} \frac{N^*}{1+b/P} \cdot \alpha t^h.
\]

(6)

This expression contains information on both the process kinetics (parameters \( a \) and \( b \)) and adsorbability of the surface \( (N^*) \). When \( t^h \to \infty \), then the \( iV^\prime \)-parameter (as well as \( n \)) goes asymptotically to \( N \). One can easily calculate the \( iV^\prime \)-parameter from experimental data. Thus the use of this parameter allows one to take into account the characteristic features of interaction process. At the same time separation of the most specific features is determined by the choice of the interval of integration \( t^h \).

An additional argument for the use of \( iV^\prime \)-parameter for sensor response analysis is the fact of the signal-to-noise ratio increase when calculating this parameter. This is due to leveling of the stochastic noise (whose time average value is zero).

4. Methods and materials

**QCM devices and electronics**

A multisensor QCM-based analyzer involves the following units: (i) a flow-type chamber with sensor array; (ii) a quartz oscillator unit; (iii) a unit for frequency measurement with RS232 interface based on a dedicated microprocessor (AT89C2051); (iv) a gas mixtures generator; (v) a computerized system to collect and process information. To provide vapor-gas mixtures stability (if the sample could be supplied in liquid state only), a mechanical agitator maintained a constant speed of the gas carrier (air) that was passed through the sample volume. The test oscillators were connected to the frequency meter in series; time for measurement was 1 s and the frequency reading accuracy being 1 Hz. We did not use an additional thermal stabilization of the system, as well as control over gas carrier humidity and common pressure. The

---

*Fig. 1. General view of the components in the quartz crystal microbalance instrument. The central element is the sensor array mounted on the main frame inside the thermostatically controlled chamber.*
general view of the experimental plant is shown in Fig. 1. The AT-cut (RK169) crystals [63] were used as physical transducers. They operated in the shear vibration mode; the fundamental frequency was 10 MHz. The quartz plates were fixed with silicone sealant (along the perimeter) in Teflon cases. They provided access of mixture studied to only one of the quartz transducer faces. The sensors made in such a way did not demonstrate changes in the basic resonance frequency (as compared to the standard wire fixing). The advantages of the above fixing reveal themselves, however, at abrupt changes of the gas-carrier flow, since the design used provides stable oscillation by QCM even in such conditions.

The measuring procedure involved the following stages: air circulation until the transducer frequency is stabilized (±5 Hz); vapor-gas mixture circulation; blowing down with pure air until the QCM frequency returns to its initial value. To provide the same conditions and exclude the effect of previous experiments, we blew hot (temperature of about 60 °C) air through the measuring chamber for 15 min after every measurement. This procedure has always retained the sensor operational characteristics. The number of measurements was not below five. We did not, however, average the results obtained, since such a procedure runs counter to that of the multi-sensor system application. The response distinctions for different sensors did not exceed 10%. They were due to fluctuations in the gas-carrier (air in the working area) composition and flow rate.

Sensitive layers and the samples used

Calixarenes, tret-butylicalix[4]arene (C[4]A), tret-butylicalix[6]arene (C[6]A) and tret-butylicalix[8]arene (C[8]A) were kindly given to us by Prof. V.I. Kal’chenko (Institute of Organic Chemistry of NASU, Kyiv). Linear polyacenes, namely, pentacene (Pent, C25H14) and substituted tetracenes (tetrathiotetracene (TTT, C15S4H8 [56]) and tetrachlorotetracene (TCT, C15Cl4H8 [57])) were kindly given to us by Prof. Ya.I. Vertsimakha (Institute of Physics of NASU, Kyiv). All the above substances were used without an extra purification.

Both calixarene and linear polyacene films were prepared by thermal sputtering onto the metal electrodes of QCM (on one side). The above procedure was made in vacuum (VUP-5M, residual vapor pressure of about 5·10⁻⁸ Pa); temperature (297 ± 2 K). The mean condensation rate was 0.1 nm/min. During film sputtering their thickness was monitored with a quartz thickness gage and was about 100 nm. The transducers with deposited sensitive layers were placed in the measuring plant and exposed to ethanol vapor (in standard conditions) until a reproducible response of the whole sensor array was achieved. This required from 10 to 15 cycles. Such a pre-starting procedure enabled to stabilize parameters of thin films [67]. After this the sensitive element array was used to perform the planned measurements.

The following three types of perfumes (GOST 17236-71) served as test samples: éau-de-Colôgne «Slavitich» (group «Extra», produced by «Alve Parusa», Nikolaev); éau-de-Colôgne «Consul» (group «Extra», produced by «Soyuzparumerprom and Marbelo, Moscow-Paris); éau-de-Colôgne for children «Antoshka» (group B, produced by KhPKF, Kharkov). The sample volume was 12 ml in every case.

Mathematical processing of sensor response.

According to the above approach, we used the following three parameters to form CIM: the sensor frequency change rate Δ, saturation level Δfmax and IV-parameters. The parameter Δ was calculated from the initial linear portion of the kinetic curves for time values below 300 s. The saturation level was determined by averaging the experimental values over the 4000-4800 s range. The IV-parameter was calculated at different time values tth by numerically integrating the experimental curves followed by division of the integral obtained by tth.


We applied the standard method of multidimensional statistic, the principal component analysis [69-71], for comparing the response pattern. The essence of this method is a transition from the initial system of parameters (which are, as a rule, strongly correlated) to new factors that are no longer correlated. Their number is below that of the initial parameters, and their variability is the same as that of the initial parameters (or, at least, contains the maximally possible part of the latter). We performed an analysis using the statistical packet S-PLUS 2000 (MathSoft Inc.); to calculate cross correlations, we used a covariance matrix. The input matrix involved three samples («Slavitich», «Antoshka», «Consul» with one or three observations each sample), and six IV-parameters (variables) that corresponded to the responses of the sensor array elements at a given cut-off time tth. The discrimination power for the first principal component PCI was estimated using the following contrast function:

\[ E = \frac{[PCI^{SLV}; PCI^{ANT}; PCI^{CNS}]^2}{[PCI^{SLV}; PCI^{CNS}]} = 2 \frac{[PCI^{SLV}; PCI^{ANT}]}{[PCI^{SLV}; PCI^{CNS}]} - 1. \]  

Here the brackets denote a length of the corresponding segment on PCI in absolute values.

5. Results and discussion

General kinetic features of the sensor response

The experimental frequency variation for the array of sensitive elements versus time curves taken for three per-
fumes are shown in Fig. 2. An analysis of the sensor array response made it possible to note the following principal regularities in the kinetic curves behavior: (i) for all the sample types these curves are monotonic with flattening out at about 1000 s; (ii) both absolute values of frequency variation and its growth rate for individual sensors are determined by the sample type; (iii) for sensors with sensitive coatings based on C[6]A, C[8]A, the signal magnitudes are maximum; contrary to this, the sensors modified with C[4]A, TTT demonstrate small responses; (iv) ordering of the sensor responses in accordance with their magnitudes changes with time in different ways for different perfumes; (v) transition to the state of equilibrium is achieved during different times for different perfumes; (vi) usually the kinetic curve has at least two different portions, namely, fast (until about 500 s) and slow ones; (vii) there are some peculiarities in the case of C[6]A, namely, the slowest growth of sensor response at adsorption, as well as a pronounced double-stage relaxation during the reverse process.

Thus a qualitative analysis of the observed responses of the multisensor system evidences that each of the perfumes studied has its own specific characteristics – signal magnitude and kinetic peculiarities.

\[ \Delta \text{CIM qualitative presentation – «chemical fingerprints»} \]

Initially we made a qualitative comparison between the sensor array responses (in the form of circular diagrams) for different sample types using the frequency change rate \( \Lambda \) and saturation value \( \Delta f_{\text{max}} \) as parameters to form CIM. Thus, if CIM was formed using parameter \( \Lambda \), then we could not distinguish between samples (Fig. 3a), whereas at \( \Delta f_{\text{max}} \)-parameterization CIM formation require plenty of time (Fig. 3b). Since the use of \( \Lambda \) or \( \Delta f_{\text{max}} \) did not enable us to correctly identify all three samples or otherwise undesirable, we calculated the \( IV \)-parameter at different \( t^\text{th} \) values for sensor response parameterization and CIM formation. The results obtained are presented in Fig. 3c for \( t^\text{th} = 330 \) s. A comparison analysis enabled us to conclude that using of the \( IV \)-parameter has a pronounced effect on an identification degree for different sample types at small times. To illustrate, at initial (less than 50 s) \( t^\text{th} \) values the situation is just as that when \( \Lambda \) was used for CIM formation. But for cut-off times more than 50 s it was possible to separate all three CIM. This qualitative result supports the above supposition that concurrent allowance for both kinetic and stationary parameters at the optimal \( t^\text{th} \) choice can substantially improve the identification degree for different sample types.

\[ \text{Quantitative description based on principal component analysis} \]

To make a quantitative description of the identification procedure, we applied the method of the principal components. This method makes it possible to describe (without data structure changing) system behavior using an orthogonal coordinate system of lower dimensionality [72]. In this case the coordinate axes (principal components or eigenvectors) are a linear combination of the starting variables (criteria, here sensor responses). The coefficients, or loadings, allow for criteria relative contributions to every eigenvector. For instance, a set of data in a hyperspace projected onto the plane of the first two principal components serves as a convenient presentation of multidimensional data for a direct analysis [73]. It also provides a way to retain maximal information at a two-dimensional representation. In the methods of the principal components a coordinate system of lower dimensionality is constructed which provides the best simulation of the total set of data. So it should be stressed that it is impossible to find a unique solution (based only on an analysis of the corresponding loadings in eigenvectors) to the problem of discrimination properties of both criteria and their optimal set for solving a specific classification problem [74].

Fig. 4 shows positions of three perfumes (for one observation for each sample) at different moments in the discriminant space. Taking into account that the eigenvectors were calculated for a set of the \( IV \)-parameters for different \( t^\text{th} \) values, they change with \( t^\text{th} \). So relative position of perfumes that corresponds to different moments
\[ \Delta f_{\text{max}} \text{ parametrization} \]

**Fig. 3.** Radar plots of three perfumes using the frequency change rate \( \Delta f \) (top), saturation value \( \Delta f_{\text{max}} \) (middle plane) and \( iV \)-parameter at 330 s (right plane) as parameters to form chemical images for \( \text{éau-de-Côlgne «Slavutich»} \) (■), «Anthoshka» (●) and «Consul» (▲).

\[ \Delta f_{\text{max}} \text{ parametrization} \]

**Fig. 4.** Discriminant subsets (observations for three perfumes) at different moments in the principal components space. The arrows connect the points corresponding to the optimal threshold time \( t^* \) for the «best» discrimination ability of analysis. The optimal time comply with the bumping of observations in the discriminant plane.
should be treated as a qualitative illustration only. The dispersion (or information) that retains on the plot for eigenvector under the above transformation of multidimensional data (a two-dimensional representation of the initial six-dimensional space) at various moments is presented in Fig. 5. One can see that the two-dimensional representation gives a highly accurate (error does not exceed 1%) description of the complete set of sensor data, — that is caused by the fact that only one observation was used for each samples for the model calculations. At the same time the general peculiarities inherent real situation with noise in the data may be revealed in such analysis. For example, Fig. 5 shows that simulation abilities of the first two principal components change with time. The information presented by the first component goes down initially to about 75% at ~100 s; after this it increases up to 85% and for time values over 600 s remains constant. To determine the reasons for such a dependency of simulation abilities of the first principal component (that corresponds to direction of the highest data variance), one should analyze the loadings of different sensors on the eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue, depending on the measurement time.

In our calculations we used the covariance (and not correlation) scaling. Therefore it seems quite natural that the biggest contribution to the first principal component comes from $C[6]A$ that is characterized by the highest response. At the same time $TTT$ (whose response is almost the lowest) also has high load on the first principal component. Therefore, from the standpoint of understanding the system behavior features, one should explain chemical validity of eigenvectors by analyzing their loadings. Shown in Fig. 6 is the dependence of different sensors loadings on the first eigenvector. One can distinguish between the following two principal regions: a region (less than 500 s) where the loadings change and that characterized by a quasistationary load value. An additional classification of sensor responses can be made from the kinetic curve form. It is as follows:

- sensors that practically do not contribute to the first principal component in the initial region – $C[8]A$ and $TCT$; their responses are essentially the same during the first minutes for all three samples;
- sensors whose loads on the first principal component change monotonically – $C[6]A$ (grows) and $TTT$ (drops); their responses are characterized by a rather slow and monotonous increase of the output signal from sensor element, presence of long-term response components and extreme response magnitudes - the highest for $C[6]A$ and the lowest (except the 2c-de-Cô logarithm «Consul») for $TTT$;
- sensors whose contributions to the first eigenvector have extrema – $C[4]A$ (maximum) and $Pent$ (minimum); their responses are characterized by big distinctions in the response growth rates for the samples studied.

Thus a straightforward analysis of the kinetics of loadings on the corresponding eigenvector enables one to optimize the sensor set from the standpoint of the features of its use in kinetic or stationary mode. To illustrate, the sensors with $TTT$ (and, to a lesser degree, $Pent$, $C[4]A$ and $C[6]A$) sensitive coatings could be applied validly to analysis in the kinetic mode too, while those modified with $C[8]A$ and $TCT$ – predominantly in the stationary mode.

An analysis of both simulation characteristics of the principal components (Fig. 5) and loadings on the first eigenvector (Fig. 6) reveals presence of a special feature in system behavior at times about 100 s. It seems obvious that degradation of simulation abilities for the first principal component is related to a more complicated structure of data set at these times. An analysis of sensor responses for the samples studied evidences that in this region there are special features for the 2c-de-Cô logarithm «Consul». In this case the responses of four sensors, namely, $C[4]A$, $Pent$, $TTT$ and $TCT$, lie in a narrow (10–15 Hz) range and are characterized by multiple changes in their relative position during the first three minutes. Such a behavior is obviously determined by the peculiarities of interaction between the sensitive coatings and
highly volatile MCM components of small molecular weights. They determine, to a great extent, specific nature of the corresponding perfume. It should be also noted that, since the QCM response is due to a mass change, low C[4]A (and, to a lesser extent, Pent, TTT and TCT) responses are predominantly due to small molecular mass of the corresponding analytes for these receptors rather that absence of these analytes.

The EN-type systems are intended, first of all, for identification and classification of various MCM. Therefore the problem how to raise the discrimination ability is of primary importance. Shown in Fig. 7 is time dependence of the discrimination ability during classification analysis of three perfumes studied (we used the first principal component only and one observation for each sample). One can see that at small times it is impossible to distinguish between «Antoshka» and «Slavutich» (ξ > 0.5), while at big times one cannot distinguish between «Antoshka» and «Consul» (ξ < -0.5). The point (about 100 s) on the curve that corresponds to ξ = 0 determines the optimal time at which the best identification of all three samples is achieved (see Fig. 4b for pictorial view). It deserves to be noted that this value is the same as the time at which the simulation abilities of the first component are the lowest. It is necessary to stress that at the same time lag bounce of observation trajectories occur. This fact may be interpreted by the change from dynamic to static regims at this time, where the best involving of process peculiarties take place. Generally this result is understandable: the most complicated data set determines both the lowest simulation and best discrimination abilities. However, the question how general this conclusion is concerning an analysis of multisensor signals still remains unanswered.

Unfortunately, the above analysis cannot enable to choose the optimal set of criteria (sensor types) to solve the classification problem of perfume type identification. To do it correctly, one has to calculate the dispersion or Fisher criteria weights and perform an analysis of their correlation to choose the corresponding orthogonal set [75]. At the same time one may evaluate the discrimination ability of certain sensor by PCA using subsets of the original data matrix: to do this coating/coatings should be eliminated from the data matrix and PCA repeated. The analysis of the calculated eigenvalues of the first eigenvector (PC1) for different subsets provides a way for estimating the role of loadings in relative importance of PC1 and discrimination contrast (see Table, the original data set includes iV-parameters calculated for threshold time τth = 100 s). In the present case, sensors with C[6]A and TTT coatings are absolutely essential for high discrimination ability (contrast function is always high if

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Variables (sensor responses included in PCA)</th>
<th>PC1 variance (% of the total variance)</th>
<th>Contrast ξ (rel. un.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table. Relative importance of the first principal components (PC1) in the total variance in the original data set and discrimination capability (contrast ξ) for different subsets of the original data set. Fill cells of Table (in column «Variableless») correspond to variables included in the data matrix for PCA. The original data set includes iV-parameters calculated for threshold time τth = 100 s. Marked cells in «PC1 variance» and «Contrast ξ» columns indicate the maximum sensor contribution and the highest discrimination ability among the corresponding models.
sensor based on C[6]A or TTT is eliminated from the data matrix). This is due to the fact that the C[6]A and TTT coatings account for 32.6 and 33% of PC1 vector (or a total of 65.6%). The striking feature in this table is that the greatest loadings similar for sensors, which are characterized by a different chemical functionality (i.e., «affinity» C[6]A and «redox» TTT centers).

However, the relation between discrimination ability of sensors and contribution in PC1, inherent loadings with high values, is not valid for the other ones. For example, the sensor with C[8]A coating has not contribution in PC1. Nevertheless, the eliminating its from the data matrix (Table, Model 5) leads to greatest increasing of discrimination ability (Ξ is minimal). Thus, the sensors with small contribution in eigenvector may introduce «additional noise» in the data.

The analysis of the Models 13-15, Table, shows that the effect of sensors with middle contribution in PC1 onto both simulation and discrimination ability do not correlate directly with values of loadings (C[4]A – 18.6, Pent – 6.4, TCT – 9.4 %). However, taking into account that both simulation and discrimination ability must be high for perfect classification analysis, the «best» subset of sensors may be defined for present case, namely, — C[4]A, C[6]A and TTT.

Finally, the usefulness of coating selection by using time-resolved pattern recognition are (i) optimization of sensor operating mode (from kinetic point of view), (ii) reduction of array response time, (iii) decreasing number of elements in massif, (iv) increasing the discrimination ability of array for a particular application, (v) possibility to predict advisability of coatings based on comparison of results of classification analysis and the types of chemical interactions that governed selectivity.

Concluding remarks

The concept of living creatures organization and functioning serve as a source of ideas when developing and producing various technical facilities. This is most evidently seen in those areas where a profound integration of various specific lines in chemistry, physics, biology, mathematics, cybernetics and other sciences is needed to develop smart systems that imitate such high-level functions of living creatures as vision, hearing, sense of smell, etc. It is beyond doubt that for olfactronics (i.e., systems imitating the function of odor recognition) some analogies with the real «biological nose» are to be traced. Such parallels should concern both organization of the main «construction» elements and fundamentals of their functioning [76].

Here we have performed a discrimination analysis for three complex chemical compounds and illustrated how some principles (inherent in systems of odor recognition of living creatures) could be applied in science and engineering. These principles are as follows: (i) separation of recognition processes and sensor response formation; (ii) chemical functionality formation in an array of low-selective sensors; (iii) time-resolving analysis of response. Application of gravimetry-type transducers enabled us to use in full measure the advantages of digital methods for signal measurement and transmission over analogous ones, as well as realize the actual separation of chemical interaction and physical detection processes in sensor elements. Separation of the three multicomponent chemical media studied has been achieved due to an allowance made for characteristic features of the human olfactory system (that are formalized in model odor systems, such as Amoore’s model) when choosing sensor array elements. Concurrently an assumption has been confirmed that both affine and nucleophilic sensing centers are of importance for system to function normally. The third important result of our studies is that one can substantially improve the discrimination ability of a multisensor array by taking into account the kinetic characteristics of system response. In this case, if one chooses, as a response parameter, an integral property that allows for both kinetic and stationary process features, then it is possible to reduce time for measurement, as well as improve the signal-to-noise ratio in the system.

The concept of development of the «electronic nose»-type systems involves solution of the following principal problems: (i) synthesis of receptor centers with the required chemical functionality; (ii) their integration with physical transducer; (iii) parameterization of sensor array response followed by identification based on the image recognition system; (iv) complete integration of individual system components with allowance made for the features of (v) sample preparation, measurements and database formation for standard chemical images. In this case a principal problem that concerns all the stages of such systems development is search for new ways to improve both information content of each measurement and efficiency of chemical information transformation into a formalized mathematical model.

The above discussion has shown that a new technology dealing with analysis of complex multicomponent
media should be based on temporary chemical images of
the objects studied. One of the principal problems shouled
be chemical functionality optimization for the whole ar-
ray, bearing in mind possibilities of its functioning in the
kinetic mode. The achievement of this objective implies
the following: (i) optimization of both molecular struc-
ture of receptors and ways of their immobilization on trans-
ducer; (ii) choosing both type and number of receptors
that could provide the required chemical functionality of
the whole array; (iii) parameterization and preliminary
processing of a multidimensional sensor response to
achieve the most full description of the system analyzed.

Successful realization of the above approaches will
enable to develop smart sensors to monitor, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively, composition of gas mixtures of
various natures. Such devices will be, in essence, a
bioelectronic olfaction systems [77] or, in other words,
will be more «real» than «electronic» nose.
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